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3. DESIGN VEHICLES 

The vehicle design is a major design criterion for stations and 
roadway designs. All Omnitrans 40’ and 60’ vehicles operate 
using compressed natural gas (CNG) propulsion systems. 

3.1 25’ Cutaway Vehicles 
OmniGo, OmniLink, and Access vehicles currently in operation 
are 25’ long, 16-passenger cutaway vehicles, as shown in Figure 
3-1 below.  The smaller size of these vehicles allows for 
navigation through narrow residential streets more cost-
effectively than standard 40’ coaches. 

 

Figure 3-1:  OmniGo Cutaway Vehicle 

3.2 Standard 40’ Vehicle 
The majority of Omnitrans’ fleet is the standard 40‘coach shown 
in Figure 3-2. The vehicles are renewed on FTA’s 11-year fleet 
lifecycle, and have various seating configurations.  Omnitrans has 
had two-bike racks on the front of every fixed route bus since 
1996, and has recently instituted a policy of installing three-bike 
racks on all new buses due to capacity issues.   

3.3 60’ Articulated Vehicle 
The sbX system will use specialized 60’ articulated vehicles, as 
shown in Figure 3-3. The vehicles are specially designed with 5 
doors, to allow for boarding at center running and side-running 
stations. The vehicles feature a low floor (13.5”) for level boarding 
at sbX stations to allow for quick boarding, and also contain a 
wheelchair ramp for passenger use. The vehicles have a stylized 
wrap as shown in Section 2, and prominently feature the sbX 
brand. Vehicles are designed for comfort and a smooth ride and 
hold approximately 96 passengers at maximum capacity with up 
to eight bicycles on board. 

In the future, 60’ articulated vehicles may be used for local 
service, but with the Omnitrans local fixed route branding on the 
vehicle rather than the sbX branding. 

Interiors are characterized by high-quality amenities, such as 
comfortable seats, better lighting, and real-time arrival and 
information displays. 
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Figure 3-2:  Typical Dimensions of Standard 40’ Coaches 
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Figure 3-3:  Typical Dimensions of sbX Vehicles 
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Listed in Table 3-1 below, are the basic dimensions of a typical 
articulated bus to be used for sbX Corridors: 

Table 3-1:  Articulated Bus Dimensions 

Length Overall 60 feet 
Maximum low floor height front 15  inches 
Maximum low floor height rear 15.5 inches 
Kneeler option height above pavement 11 inches 
Minimum horizontal turn radius (outer body) 38 feet 

 

3.4 Bus Related Systems 
All coaches are equipped with intelligent transportation systems, 
including automatic vehicle location equipment to provide real-
time passenger information, on board fare collection equipment 
and safety and security systems. sbX vehicles also are equipped 
with Transit Signal Priority equipment. These systems are 
detailed in later sections of this report.  


